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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a supervised multilayer factorization method designed for harmonic/percussive source separation and drum extraction. Our method decomposes the audio signals in sparse orthogonal components which capture the harmonic content, while the drum is represented by an extension of non negative matrix factorization which is able to exploit time-frequency dictionaries to take into account non stationary drum sounds. The drum dictionaries represent various real drum hits and the decomposition has more physical sense and allows for a better interpretation of the results. Experiments on real music data for a harmonic/percussive source separation task show that our method outperforms other state of the art algorithms. Finally, our method is very robust to non stationary harmonic sources that are usually poorly decomposed by existing methods.

Index Terms— Drum extraction, Source separation, Non-negative matrix factorization

1. INTRODUCTION

The decomposition of audio signals in terms of elementary atoms is a very active field of research. Rank reduction methods use a dictionary of atoms and decompose a signal using a small number of them [1, 2] (usually much less than the dimension of the original space): thus they significantly reduce the amount of information that is necessary to represent the signal. These so called factorization methods rely on the fact that audio data is largely redundant as it often contains multiple correlated versions of the same physical event (note, drum hits, …) [3]. Principal Component Analysis [4], Independent Component Analysis [5] or Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [2] produce such decompositions.

In audio signal processing, NMF has been extensively used for many different tasks such as source separation [6, 7, 8] or automatic transcription [9, 10]. However, a classic NMF does not lead to satisfactory results. It is often necessary to constrain the decomposition [11] or to rely on physical models of specific instruments [7] in order to obtain satisfying results. The goal of NMF is to approximate a data matrix \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{f \times t} \) as \( V \approx \tilde{V} = WH \), with \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{f \times k} \) and \( H \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times t} \) and where \( k \) is the rank of the decomposition, typically chosen such that \( k(f + t) \ll ft \) (i.e., \( WH \) is a compressed version of \( V \)). In audio and signal processing, \( V \) is usually a spectrogram, \( W \) is a dictionary or a set of patterns and \( H \) contains the activation coefficients. For a stationary source, the NMF decomposition is quite accurate as each pattern of \( W \) will code an individual note. However, in the case of non stationary sources (drums, voice,…), the NMF will split the audio events (drum hit, note) in multiple locally invariant patterns that do not have physical sense. This factorization of a single audio event by a multitude of templates in \( W \) makes the interpretation of the results difficult and makes it harder to pinpoint the issues of a specific method. This is particularly true for the task of Harmonic/Percussive Source Separation (HPSS) [12] in the NMF framework where the percussive part of the signal is mainly composed of non stationary sounds.

In order to represent correctly non stationary sounds in the NMF framework, Smaragdis introduced the Non-negative Matrix Factor Deconvolution (NMFD) [13]. The matrix \( W \) is a Time-Frequency (TF) atom where the spectral content may vary over time. This method was used with great success on drum only signals to perform automatic drum transcription [14] and drum playing technique identification [15]. However, these methods see their performance drop when the drum is part of a multi-instruments mix.

In our previous work on HPSS [12, 16] a NMF decomposes the audio signal in sparse orthogonal components (using the Projected NMF [17]) that are well suited for representing the harmonic part, while the percussive part is represented by a regular nonnegative matrix factorization decomposition constrained by a dictionary. The dictionary is created by performing a NMF on a large drum database. The limiting point of this method is that a drum hit is represented by a multitude of templates thus the activation of the percussive part does not have a strong physical sense as the templates do not correspond to real percussive events.

In this paper we develop a Multi-Layer NMFD suitable for HPSS that allows a better representation of the drums. More precisely, the NMFD is constrained using fixed drum dictionaries to specifically extract the drum part while the other instruments are extracted by sparse orthogonal components. The decomposition of the percussive part has more physical sense as the template activation corresponds to a real percussive even which allows for an easier interpretation of the results. The merit of this new method is experimentally demonstrated for an HPSS task on a database of 89 real music songs. Our method revealed to be particularly interesting as it is able to extract the drum more effectively than other state of the art methods. Another strong point of our method is that it is able to extract the voice mainly in the harmonic part whereas other state of the art method split the voice in the harmonic and percussive part.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the NMFD is described and we present a small overview of its different applications. The Multi-Layer NMFD is then introduced with its setup process in Section 3. We detail our experimental protocol and the results obtained on real audio signals in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions...
Fig. 1: NMFD decomposition of the spectrogram $V$. The top matrix is $H$ and the left matrix is $W = [U_1 U_2 U_3]$ are drawn in Section 5.

2. NON NEGATIVE MATRIX FACTOR DECONVOLUTION

The NMFD is proposed as an extension of the NMF in [13]. The NMFD factorizes $V$ in TF patterns as:

$$V \approx \hat{V} = \sum_{\tau=0}^{L-1} W_{\tau} H$$

where $L$ is the length of a time/frequency pattern, $W_{\tau}$ is a learned set of arrays indexed by $\tau$ (which may be seen as a tensor), $H$ are the activation coefficients of the patterns and $\hat{\phi}^{\tau}$ is a column shift operator defined in [13]: Equation (1) is thus a convolution operation. It may be interesting for interpretation purposes to rewrite the expression of the tensor of atoms as follows: $[U_k]_{f\tau} = [W_{\tau}]_{f\tau}$. The $U_k$ matrix is a two-dimensional atom and $k$ corresponds to a musical time/frequency event where the spectral content may vary over time.

Figure 1 shows the decomposition of a spectrogram $V$ (bottom right) containing percussive elements (drum loop). In this example, $U_1$, $U_2$ and $U_3$ (bottom left) are the three learned TF atoms, each corresponding to a drum element (respectively, bass, hi-hat and snare). In order for this decomposition to make sense, the activations must be sparse and the TF pattern represent an entire musical event. A sparsity constraint term is generally added to promote this property.

A limitation of this method is that it does not model the variations between different occurrences of the same event: its duration and the evolution of its spectral content are fixed.

This type of methods was also directly used in the time domain using an algorithm of semi-NMF [18]. It estimates the waveforms of the various components of the signal.

3. MULTI-LAYER NMFD

In this section we present a model of a multi-layer decomposition where the NMFD decomposes the percussive non-stationary part of the signal while the harmonic instruments are extracted by a sparse orthogonal part.

3.1. Multi-Layer decomposition

Our method for HPSS differs from previous methods as we are going to build a multi-layer decomposition where the percussive part is extracted using NMFD with a fixed $W_{\tau}$. The templates used are created using real drum sounds. Previous methods using NMFD focused on drum transcription.

In our previous work on HPSS, the harmonic components are represented by the Projective NMF (PNMF) while the percussive ones are represented by a regular NMF decomposition as follow:

$$V \approx \tilde{V} = W_P H_P + W_H W_H^T.$$  

In the present work, in order to improve the drum extraction in the case of a multi-instruments mixture, the percussive components are modeled using NMFD. Most of the harmonic components are represented by the sparse orthogonal term $W_H W_H^T$ while the percussive ones are extracted in the NMFD components. Let $V$ be the magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the input data. The model called Multi-Layer NMFD (ML-NMFD) is then given by

$$V \approx \tilde{V} = \sum_{\tau=0}^{L-1} W_{\tau,P} \phi^{\tau} + W_H W_H^T V,$$

where $\phi^{\tau}$ is a learned template used are created using real drum sounds. Previous methods using NMFD focused on drum transcription.

In the present work, in order to improve the drum extraction in the case of a multi-instruments mixture, the percussive components are modeled using NMFD. Most of the harmonic components are represented by the sparse orthogonal term $W_H W_H^T$ while the percussive ones are extracted in the NMFD components. Let $V$ be the magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the input data. The model called Multi-Layer NMFD (ML-NMFD) is then given by

$$V \approx \tilde{V} = \sum_{\tau=0}^{L-1} W_{\tau,P} \phi^{\tau} + W_H W_H^T V,$$

where $\phi^{\tau}$ is a learned template used are created using real drum sounds. Previous methods using NMFD focused on drum transcription.

In the present work, in order to improve the drum extraction in the case of a multi-instruments mixture, the percussive components are modeled using NMFD. Most of the harmonic components are represented by the sparse orthogonal term $W_H W_H^T$ while the percussive ones are extracted in the NMFD components. Let $V$ be the magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the input data. The model called Multi-Layer NMFD (ML-NMFD) is then given by

$$V \approx \tilde{V} = \sum_{\tau=0}^{L-1} W_{\tau,P} \phi^{\tau} + W_H W_H^T V,$$

where $\phi^{\tau}$ is a learned template used are created using real drum sounds. Previous methods using NMFD focused on drum transcription.

In the present work, in order to improve the drum extraction in the case of a multi-instruments mixture, the percussive components are modeled using NMFD. Most of the harmonic components are represented by the sparse orthogonal term $W_H W_H^T$ while the percussive ones are extracted in the NMFD components. Let $V$ be the magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the input data. The model called Multi-Layer NMFD (ML-NMFD) is then given by

$$V \approx \tilde{V} = \sum_{\tau=0}^{L-1} W_{\tau,P} \phi^{\tau} + W_H W_H^T V,$$
3.2. Construction of the dictionaries

$W_{τ,P}$ is a fixed drum dictionary built using isolated drum hits from the ENST-Drums database [20]. Each of the $W$ atoms corresponds to a particular drum element. Figure 2 shows three TF atoms, each corresponding to an element of drum. In order to keep the computation time reasonable, we decided to consider only single-drum strikes from 6 different elements of the drum (bass drum, snare, hihat open, hihat closed, ride cymbal, crash cymbal).

3.3. Signal reconstruction

3.3.1. Via Wiener filtering

The percussive signal $x_P(t)$ is synthesized using the magnitude percussive spectrogram $V_P = \sum_{τ=0}^{L-1} W_{τ,P}H_P$. To reconstruct the phase of the STFT of the percussive part, we use a Wiener filter [21] to compute a percussive mask as:

$$M_P = \frac{V_P^2}{V_H + V_P^2}. \quad (7)$$

To retrieve the percussive signal as:

$$x_P(t) = \text{STFT}^{-1}(M_P \otimes X). \quad (8)$$

Where $X$ is the complex spectrogram of the mixture and $\text{STFT}^{-1}$ is the inverse transform of the STFT. We retrieve the harmonic signal using the same technique.

3.3.2. Drum synthesis

Because the dictionary are built using real audio sounds of drum strikes, we have access to the complex spectrogram of the dictionary as $|X_{τ,P}| = W_{τ,P}$. We can reconstruct a synthetic drum signal using the equation:

$$x_P(t) = \text{STFT}^{-1}\sum_{τ=0}^{L-1} X_{τ,P}H_P. \quad (9)$$

This method produces a sound with no interference (i.e., the sound is synthesized using only real drum sounds) that could be used to restore a drum audio file that is damaged or not recorded in the optimal conditions. There is no objective means to evaluate the synthesis quality, however the sound examples provided in the companion page 1 show the potential of this alternative reconstruction scheme.


4. STATE OF THE ART COMPARISON

In this section we compare the proposed ML-NMFD with other state of the art methods on an HPSS task.

4.1. Experimental protocol

Using the experimental protocol from [22, 11], we perform a blind source separation evaluation on the 89 audio signals from the database Medley-dB [23] that contain percussive/drum sounds. We run two tests on the whole database. In the first test, the vocal part is omitted as in [11]. In the second test, we include the voice in the separation test. We compare the ML-NMFD to three other recent state of the art methods: Constrained NMF (CoNMF) [11], Median Filtering (MF) [24] and Structured Projective NMF (SPNMF) [22]. MF and CoNMF are two unsupervised methods while SPNMF is a supervised method that uses drum dictionaries learned by NMF. CoNMF is our own re-implemented algorithm and the MF implementation is taken from [25]. Compared to other state of the art methods, the proposed ML-NMFD algorithm is the most computationally intensive. For a 30 s signal our method takes 2 min to converge compared to approximately 30 s for SPNMF and CoNMF while MF is almost instantaneous. All the signals are sampled at 44.1 kHz. We compute the STFT with a 2048 sample-long Hann window and a 50% overlap. The harmonic and percussive signals are reconstructed using Wiener filtering (see 3.3.1). The results are compared using the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR), the Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) and the Signal-to-Artifact ratio (SAR) of the harmonic and percussive sources using the BSS Eval toolbox [26]. Each box-plot is made up of a central line indicating the median of the data, upper and lower box edges indicating the 1st and 3rd quartiles while the whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values.

4.2. Results without the vocal part

The results of the separation on the 89 songs of the Medley-dB database are displayed in Figure 3. The SDR results for the harmonic, percussive and overall separation are higher with the proposed ML-NMFD algorithm even if the database [23] contains a wide variety of percussive instruments (tabla, tambourine, timpani and other) that are not in the training database. The SIR scores show the strength of our method (minimum +4dB for the overall reconstruction). Having TF dictionaries that keep the temporal information of the drum sounds considerably improves the separation results compared to the results of SPNMF. Our method obtains similar results for the SAR as the MF and a lower SAR than SPNMF and CoNMF. Because we are using the STFT of a drum strike as a template, it produces more artefacts in the extracted source as the dictionary and the target drum are different.

4.3. Results with the vocal part

In this section we address the problem of drum extraction when a singing voice is present in the mix. Singing voice contain both quasi-harmonic components (such as vowels) and explosive and non-stationary components such as plosive (“p”, “k”, ...). Also singing voice produces some very non-stationary sounds (i.e., vibratos, tremolos, bends), thus the voice cannot be labeled as a percussive nor harmonic instrument. Most state of the art methods split the voice in the harmonic and percussive parts. That is why many methods that rely on HPSS and more precisely MF [24] as a
preprocessing step still need to refine the output of the decomposition. Melody extraction [27] algorithms are much more efficient if the influence of the percussive sources is diminished in the mix. Similarly, drum transcription algorithms [28] are more accurate if the harmonic instruments are not part of the signal and could obtain some improvement if the transient part of the voice was completely removed. For this reason we decided in our test to classify the voice as an harmonic instrument. Figure 4 shows the results of the HPSS task on the 89 songs of the Medley-dB database. The ML-NMFD outperforms the MF. The results shows that the separation scores of the ML-NMFD are higher for SDR and SIR. The decomposition creates less interferences and the voice is extracted by the harmonic part (i.e., SIR +5dB for the two layers). For the MF algorithm, the strongly non stationary components of the voice are extracted in the percussive part while the more linear components are extracted in the harmonic part which results in a low SIR for the overall decomposition. In Figure 5 we can see that the MF has much more harmonic residual than the ML-NMFD in the percussive decomposition which confirm the conclusion from previous results.

5. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have shown that the proposed ML-NMFD is a robust and effective method to extract the drums in a multi-instruments single channel audio file. The ML-NMFD algorithm outperforms the other state of the art methods by a significant margin. Finally, in the case of audio signals with vocal parts, the ML-NMFD is able to extract the drums much more effectively than the classical MF methods while the vocal track is extracted in the harmonic part. This method could be a powerful pre-processing step for other algorithms as explained in Section 4.3.

Future work will focus on using this method for drum transcription, drum re-synthesis (see Section 3.3.2) and drum remixing. Sound examples of the different tests can be found on the companion page.
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